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About the Cover
The logo on the cover of the Town Report is the
proposed seal for Grafton. It illustrates the three
activities foro which Grafton is know by - Isin-
glass (mica mining), timber, and wool (agricul-
ture). The seal was designed by Kenneth
Cushing, author of the town's history book, and









Performing a time-honored tradition - processing a marriage
license.
This years' Town Report is dedicated to perseverance.
Dorothy Davis has demonstrated remarkable persever-
ance as Grafton's Town Clerk for 37 consecutive years.
Dorothy's husband, Cliff, was Grafton's Town Clerk
until his death in 1954. Their daughter, Barbara, suc-
ceeded her dad, but her term lasted only a year. "Mom"
was then persuaded to run in her daughter's place and
as they say, the rest is history! During all these years
Dorothy welcomed both friends and strangers into the
confines of her living room to conduct the Town's
business.
Last year Dorothy retired and so an era ends. Thanks,
Dorothy, for all those years of faithful service!
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TRUSTEES OF THE TRUST FUNDS
Elaine Sawyer '95 • Deborah Hazelton '94 • Marion Maddalena '93
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AUDITORS
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Donald Gallup '93 • Brewster Gove '93 • Brian Rogers '93
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Paul C. Gove Michelle Gauthier
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All officers duly elected.
Voted to hear report of Budget Committee and act thereon.
Defeated article to raise monies for a new fire station.
Voted to raise $18,000 for a history book.
Voted to raise $10,000 for purchase of compactor.
Defeated article for raising monies to put exterior finish on
Town Office Building
Defeated article to establish a Capitol Reserve Fund for the
purpose of a new police cruiser.
Voted to appropriate $2500 for library repairs.
Voted $35,500 to be added to previously established capital
reserve funds.
Voted to authorize Selectmen to sell at public auction any
property acquired by tax deed or reconvey to owners with
payment of back taxes and any other expenses incurred by
town.
Defeated article to abolish the Critical Resource Protection
Ordinance.
Defeated article to repeal the building notification ordinance.
Defeated article to require Selectmen to put out to bid all
purchases of petroleum products.
Defeated article to have Selectmen form a citizen's committee
to study appointment of part time Assistant Manager.
Voted to authorize Selectmen to apply for and receive and
expend federal or state funds for purpose set forth in budget and
account for same.
Voted to authorize Selectmen to borrow in anticipation of
taxes.
Voted to pass over article to authorize Selectmen to reconvey
the former property of Stephen Meding, title by which was
acquired by tax deed, to same Stephen Meding as justice
required. Felt issue was addressed in article #10.
SPECIAL TOWN MEETING
December 3, 1992
ARTICLE 1. Voted to designate Selectmen as agents to expend from the
Revaluation Capital Reserve Fund.
WARRANT FOR THE TOWN OF GRAFTON
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
THE POLLS WILL BE OPEN FROM 11 AM TO 7 PM
To the inhabitants of the Town of Grafton in the County of Grafton in
said State qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Grafton Town Hall in said
Grafton on Tuesday, the ninth day of March next, between the hours of 1 1 AM
and 7 PM to act upon the following subjects:
1 . To choose all necessary Town Officers for the next year ensuing and any
other action required to be inserted on the official ballot and to act on the
remaining articles at 1 PM, Saturday, March 13th, 1993 at the Grafton
Town Hall.
2 . To see if the Town will vote to hear a report from the Budget Committee
and to raise and appropriate the sum of $687,625 as detailed below and
recommended by the Budget Committee for general town maintenance.
This does not include special warrant articles which follow and are also
recommended by the Budget Committee.
GENERAL GOVERNMENT
Executive 26,000
Elect., Reg., & Town Clerk 5,000
Financial Administration 10,500
Revaluation of Property 1,000
Legal Expense 7,500
FICA 11,500
Planning & Zoning 2,000
General Government Buildings 5,700
Cemeteries 4,400
Insurance 43,000































3 . To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum not to exceed
$95,000 for the purpose of a New Fire Station, and to authorize the
withdrawal of $55,431 plus accrued interest to time of withdrawal from
the Capital Reserve Fund created for that purpose, $10,000 to be donated
from the Grafton Volunteer Fire Department and $5,000 to be donated
from the Grafton Volunteer Ambulance Squad. The balance of $24,600 is
to come from general taxation. Majority vote required.
4 . To raise and appropriate the sum of $24,600 to be added to the fire station
capital reserve fund previouslly established, (not recommended by the
Budgert Committee)
5 . To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum not to exceed
$77,800 for the purpose of purchasing a new ambulance and to authorize
the withdrawal of $60,000 plus accrued interest to time of withdrawal
from the Capital Reserve Fund created for that purpose and $5,000 to be
donated from the Grafton Volunteer Ambulance Squad. The balance of
$12,800 is to come from general taxation.
6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,000
to be added to the Ambulance Capital Reserve Fund previously
established. (Not recommended by the Budget Committee)
7 . To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $27,500
to be placed into established Capital Reserve Funds as follows:
Bridge Replacement 15,000
Highway Equipment 1 ,000
Recreation Shelter 2.500
TOTAL 27,500
8 . To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,000
for the purpose of completing the revaluation of the Town. (The total
estimate was $58,800 and remaining monies will come from the Capital
Reserve Fund created for that purpose).
9 . To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,000
for the purpose of putting vinyl siding on the Town office building.
10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,000
for the purpose of painting the town office building.
1 1 . To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,500
for the purpose of installing a new furnace at the town hall building.
1 2 . To see if die Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,500
for the purpose of installing a new furnace at the Library.
1 3 . To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $500 for
the purpose of restoring some of the old town records.
14. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to enter into a five
year lease-purchase agreement for the purpose of purchasing a loader. The
cost will be $12,721 per year and will be taken from the highway
department line item budget. Total cost is $54,853 with trade-in
allowance.
1 5 . To see if the Town will vote in favor of directing the Selectmen to contact
State and Federal officials to encourage them to reactivate the Northern
Railroad Line that runs from Concord through Grafton to White River
Junction.
16. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to apply
for, receive and expend Federal and State grants which may become
available during the course of the year, in accordance with RSA 31:95-b
and also to accept and expend money from any other government unit or
private source to be used for purposes for which the Town may legally
appropriate money.
17. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to borrow in
anticipation of taxes.
18. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to accept
on behalf of the town gifts, legacies and devises made to the Town in trust
for any public purpose, as permitted by RSA 31:19.
19. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to accept
gifts of personal property which may be offered to the Town for any
public purpose, pursuant to RSA 31:95-e. The Selectmen must hold a
public hearing before accepting any such gift, and the acceptance shall
not bind the Town to raise, appropriate or expend any public funds for the
operation, maintenance, repair, or replacement of any such personal
property.
20. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to convey any real
estate acquired by the Town by tax collector's deed. Such conveyance
shall be by deed following a public auction, or the property may be sold
by advertised sealed bids, or may be otherwise disposed of as justice may
require, pursuant to RSA 80:80.
Given under our hands and seal, this twelfth day of February, in the year of our
Lord nineteen hundred and ninety-three.
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SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION
ASSESSED
VALUATION
Value of all lands
1. Assessed value of Current Use Land 535,900.00
(12,716.3 acres)
2. Assessed value of residential 12,078,600.00
(14,049.67 acres)
Tax Exempt & Non-Taxable
(173.83 acres)




Value of Buildings Only
Residential
Manufactured
(Tax Exempt & Non-Taxable [Bldgs])




















Election, egistration, & Vital Statistics 5,839.00
Financial Administration 8,800.00
Revaluation of Property 3,100.00
Legal Expense 7,500.00
Employee Benefits 1 1 ,500.00
Planning & Zoning 2,000.00
General Government Building 5,500.00
Cemeteries 4,000.00
Insurance 43,000.00








Highways and Streets 194,433.00
Street Lighting 3,000.00
Sanitation
Solid Waste Disposal 57,000.00
Health










Interest on TAN 37,000.00
Capital Outlay














Interest and Penalties on Delinquent Taxes 20,000.00
Inventory Penalties 1,300.00
Licenses and Permits
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 45,000.00
Other Licenses, Permits & Fees 1 ,000.00
From State
Shared Revenue 7,000.00
Highway Block Grant 79,897.00
Gas Tax Refund 1,000.00
Miscellaneous Revenues
Sale of Municipal Property 6,000.00
Interest on Investments 20,000.00
Refunds 2,000.00
Interfund Operating Transfers In
Trust and Agency Funds 3,612.00
Other Financing Sources
Fund Balance 15,000.00
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FINANCIAL REPORT
For the Calendar Year Ended December 31, 1992
TAXES - ALL FUNDS
REVENUE FROM TAXES
Property Taxes 1,335,204.00
Land use change taxes 1,425.00
Yield Taxes 18,719.00
Interest and Penalties on Taxes 35,190.00
TOTAL 1,390,538.00
TOTAL REVENUES FOR EDUCATION PURPOSES
Motor vehicle permit fees 49,577.00
Other licenses, permits, and fees 2,684.00
TOTAL 52,261.00
REVENUE FROM FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
CDGB 631.00
REVENUE FROM THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
Shared revenue block grant 24,003.00
Highway block grant 79,898.00




Sale of municipal property 1 5,569.00
Interest on investments 15,554.00
Contributions and donations 7,904.00
TOTAL 39,027.00
INTERFUND OPERATING TRANSFERS IN
Transfers from capital reserve fund 20,722.00
Transfers from trust and agency funds 3,612.00
TOTAL 24,334.00
TOTAL REVENUES FROM ALL SOURCES 1,612,258.00














Insurance not otherwise allocated








































































Machinery, vehicles, and equipment
Buildings






INTERFUND OPERATING TRANSFERS OUT
Transfers to capital reserve funds




PAYMENTS TO OTHER GOVERNMENTS
Taxes paid to county










Reconciliation of School District Liability
School district liability at the beginning of year 451 ,790.00
School district assessment for current year 972,904.00
Total liability within current year 1 ,424,694.00
Payments made to school district within the year -93 1 ,916.00
School district liability at the end of the year 492,778.00
New issues during current year 800,000.00
Issues retired during current year -800,000.00
Short-term debt outstanding at end of year 0.00
GENERAL FUND BALANCE SHEET
Beginning End of
ASSETS of Year Year
Current Assets
Cash and equivalents 204,861.00 252,188.00
Taxes receivable 249,494.00 273,074.00
Tax liens receivable 86,544.00 93,649.00
Due from other governments 330.00
Due from other funds 13,080.00
553,979.00TOTAL ASSETS 619,241.00
LIABILITIES AND FUND EQUITY
Current liabilities
Warrants and accounts payable 4,521.00 5,456.00
Contracts payable 631.00
Due to school districts 451,790.00 492,778.00
Other payables 866.00
TOTAL LIABILITIES 457,808.00 498,234.00
Fund Equity
Reserve for encumbrances 18,027.00 16,657.00
Unreserved fund balance 78,144.00 104,350.00
TOTAL LIABILITIES 553,979.00 619,241.00
& FUND EQUITY
19
FIXED ASSET GROUP OF ACCOUNTS
As of December 31, 1992
Land and improvements 71,000.00 71,000.00
Buildings 263,600.00 264,400.00
Machinery, vehicles, and equipment 474,804.00 496,804.00
Improvements other than buildings 45,000.00 55,000.00
Tax deeded property 23,200.00
TOTAL 877,604.00 887,204.00
TOWN CLERK'S REPORT
January 1, 1993 - March 17, 1993







March 18, 1993 - December 31, 1993















REPORT OF TOWN AUDIT
For the Fiscal Year Ended March 17, 1992
DR:
Motor Vehicle Permits Issues 8,080.00
Dog Licenses Issued 0.00





Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 8,080.00








This certifies that we have examined the accounts of the Selectmen, Treasurer,
Town Clerk, Tax Collector, Road Agent, Library Trustees, Trustees of the Trust
Funds, Cemetery Accounts, Highway Equipment Fund, Transfer Station
Account, Fire Department, Ambulance and Recreation Accounts. We find these










Property Tax Interest 1992
Property Taxes 1991
Property Tax Interest 1991
Property Taxes 1990
Property Tax Interest 1990
Property Taxes 1989
Property Tax Interest 1989
Yield Taxes 1992
Yield Tax Interest 1992
Yield Taxes 1991
Yield Tax Interest 1991



















Town Clerk: (D. Davis)
Auto Permits 8,502.00
Filing Fees 12.00















Trustee of Trust Funds
Bridge Fund 14,255.70
Town Office Building 6,466.11




Sale of Lots 200.00
TOTAL 600.00
State ofNew Hampshire
Block Grant (Highway) 79,897.51
Revenue Sharing 24,003.01
Railroad Tax 1,019.80
Gas Tax Refund 508.70
Forest Fire Training 36.78
105,465.80
Treasurer
Transfer Money Market 664,328.54






Trustee of Trust Funds 24,333.81
Cemetery Agent 600.00
State of New Hampshire 105,465.80
Treasurer 667,417.19
TOTAL 2,358,749.78
Less Bad Check -21.00
Less Stop Payment Charge -10.00
TOTAL RECI PTS 1992 2,358,718.78
Balance December 1991 202,849.72
TOTAL 2,561,568.50
Less Selectmen's Orders Paid -2,458,896.73
BALANCE DECEMBER 31 1992 102,671.77




Balance January 1, 1992 1,379.95
Deposits 1992 Loan 800,000.00
Interest Earned 1992 12,465.09
TOTAL 1992 813,845.04
Withdrawals 1992 -664,328.54




Balance December 31, 1991 630.81
Payments 1992 630.81
BALANCE DECEMBER 31, 1992 NONE
June L. Burrington, Treasurer
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TAX COLLECTOR'S FINANCIAL REPORT
Summary of Tax Accounts
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1992





Revenues Committed This Year
Property Taxes 1,335,203.99 100.65
Land Use Change 1 ,425 .00
Yield Taxes 18,719.40
Overpayment
Property Taxes 192.88 247.09
Interest Collected
Delinquent Taxes 117.68 13,796.23
TOTAL DEBITS 1,355,658.95 263,63834
CR.
Remitted To Treasurer:
Property Taxes 1,064,861.64 246,631.80
Land Use Change Tax 665.00




Property Taxes 1,116.71 225.46
Uncollected Revenue End of Year
Property Taxes 269,225.64
Land Use Change 760.00
Yield Taxes 3,087.76
Deeded to Town 934.03
TOTAL CREDITS 1,355,658.95 263,63834
25
Summary of Tax Lien Accounts
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1992
LEVIES OF: 1991 1990 Prior
UNREDEEMED TAXES
BALANCE AT BEGINNING
OF FISCAL YEAR 61,163.84 25,380.37
Liens Executed
During Fiscal Year: 131,545.17
Interest Collected After
Lien Execution: 4,489.59 7,742.52 9,041.20
TOTAL DEBITS 136,034.76 68,906.36 34,421.57
Remittance to Treasurer
Redemptions 65,580.57 30,990.68 23,997.10
Interest (After Lien) 4,489.59 7,742.52 9,041.20
Unredeemed Taxes, Interest
& Costs Deeded to Town 764.70 1,724.00 1,383.27
Unredeemed Taxes
End of Year 65,199.90 28,449.16
TOTAL CREDITS 136,034.76 68,906.36 34,421.57
Donna J. Dugan, Tax Collector
TAX RATE COMPUTATION
1992 Tax Rate and Commitment
1992 Tax Rate 40.26
1992 Amount of tax to be Committed to Tax Collector 1,251,134.00
1992 Tax Rate Breakdown




Combined Rate (Town/City, School & County)
42.46
1992 Committed to Tax Collector 1,337,203.00
26
DETAILED STATEMENT OF PAYMENTS
EXECUTIVE & TOWN MEETING EXPENSES
(Includes Selectmen, secretary, their
expenses, moderator & town meeting expenses)
Frank Neufell, Selectman 2,000.00
Chester Martin, Selectman 2,000.00
Kenneth Cushing, Selectman 2,000.00
Betty Stiles, Selectmen's Clerk 10,090.00
Anna Huntley, Supervisor of Checklist 76.50
Thelma Downs, Supervisor of Checklist 76.50
Betty Stiles, Supervisor of Checklist 76.50
Merle Kenyon, Moderator 120.00
Robert Johnson, B allot Clerk 30.00
Judith Gleason, Ballot Clerk 30.00
Louise Gallup, B allot Clerk 30.00
Mary Richard, Ballot Clerk 30.00
Dorothy Davis, Election Officials 30.00
Donna Dugan, Election Official 30.00
L. Normandie, Computer service, Checklists 472.50
Jeff Wells Office Machine Service, Copier Repair 50.00
Treasurer, State of NH, Reference books 15.00
Postmaster of Grafton, Postage 461 .00
New England Telephone, Phone 720.28
Vermont Copier, Copier and service contract 1,780.99
Betty Stiles, Supplies 135.48
April Donnelly, Clerk Services 20.00
Linda Dupuis, Selectmen's Clerk's Assistant 97.50
Butterworth, RSA updates 361 . 1
1
Mascoma Valley Messenger, Town Reports 2,770.00
Your Hometown Messenger, Advertising 660.26
Stewart Downs, Delivery Charges 75.00
NHMA, Handbooks 66.00
Canaan Hardware, Supplies 7.00
The Flower Nook, Flowers 60.00
Quill Corporation, Supplies 100.51
PH Dutille, Jeweler, Plaque 58.90
Grafton County Probate Court, Recording fee 0.50
Granite Northland Associates, copies 1 8.00
Viking Office Products, Supplies 66. 12
Federal Surplus Property, Supplies 20.00
Hillsboro County Probate Court, Recording fee 1 .00
White River Paper Co., Supplies 21.15
Grafton County Register of Deeds, Recording Fees




Hewitt's Grafton Garage, Gasoline
Stamped Envelope Agency, Envelopes











Donna Dugan, Tax Collector
June Burrington, Treasurer
Deborah Hazelton, Trustee of Trust Funds
Deborah Hazelton, Expenses
Elaine Sawyer, Trustee of Trust Funds
Judith Gleason, Trustee of Trust Funds
Pamela Grinley, Auditor
Diane Joyce, Auditor
Donna Dugan, Mortgage search
Register of Deeds, Recording fees
Donna Dugan, Tax Collector Expenses
Betty Stiles, Supplies
Lee Normandie, Computer service
Your Hometown Messenger, Advertising
Loring, Short & Harmon, Supplies
Postmaster of Grafton, Postage
NH Tax Collector's Assoc., Workshop





























ELECTION & TOWN CLERK EXPENSE
Donna Dugan, Town Clerk, Election Official
Merle Kenyon, Moderator
Robert Johnson, Ballot Clerk
Judith Gleason, Ballot Clerk
Louise Gallup, Ballot Clerk
Dorothy Davis, Election Official









Anna Huntley, Supervisor of Checklist 223.38
Thelma Downs, Supervisor of Checklist 89.38
Pearl Turtle, B allot Clerk, Supervisor of Checklist 1 64.00
Betty Stiles, Supervisor of Checklist 180.88
Your Hometown Messenger, Advertising 404.23
Homestead Press, Forms 55.81
Amsterdam Printing & Litho Corp., Supplies 23.96
Betty Stiles, Town Clerk supplies 37.94
Donna Dugan, Town Clerk supplies 7 1 .84
Lee Normandie, checklists 75.00
Wheeler & Clark, Dog licenses 74.35
MacLean Hunter Market Reports, Inc., reference books 210.00
Quill Corporation, desk 420.56
Viking Office Supplies, fire proof files 1 ,804.40
Loring, Short & Harmon, ledger 185.00
The Balsams, conference 340.00
Canaan Hardware, supplies 2.19
TOTAL 6,252.92
CIVIL DEFENSE
Gnomon Copy, copies 100.00
PLANNING BOARD
Mascoma Valley Messenger, Ads 162.39
April Donnelly, Clerk services 352.00
UVLSC, Handbooks 100.00
Betty Stiles, Supplies 0.99
Grafton County Register of Deeds, Recording fees 144.00
ASNH, Workshop 50.00
NHMA, Reference Book 15.00
NHMA, Workshop 100.00
Treasurer, State of NH, Reference book 25.00
Marian Morse, expenses 66.33
Postmaster of Grafton 229.00
NH Assoc, of Consulting Soil Scientists, Manual 50.00
Quill Corporation, Supplies 105.97











Robert B assett 189.63
Gary Poitras 175.50
Grover Tyler 93.75
Northeast Waste Services, LTD, Hauling, Tipping & Rental 33,381.08
Canaan Hardware & Supply, Supplies 360.61
Public Service Co. of NH, Electricity 888.04
New England Telephone, Phone 455.87
Complete System Co. Inc., Freight Charge 80.51
Randal Martin, Mileage 35.78
RP Johnson & Son, Supplies 519.84
Betty Stiles, Supplies 7.32
Wesley Joyce, Sr., Plowing 25.00
Treasurer, State of NH, Certification 50.00
Quill Corporation, Trash bags 115.63
United Environmental Systems, Inc., Tire Removal 181.00
Gordon's Tire, Tire Removal 686.00
Robert Senter Jr., Dozer Rental 125.00
Frank's Auto & Excavation Services, Rental 550.00
Frank Clough, Rubbish Removal 500.00
Jens Thoresen, Cement work 1,742.50
Stanford & Sons, Lumber 278.56
Newport Sand & Gravel, Cement 1,100.00
Stewart Downs, Supplies 29.95
Edward Grinley, Supplies 30.00
Emmons Small Engines, Supplies 95.45
Janci Metal Recycling, Purging refrigerators 50.00
Hewitt's Grafton Garage, Gasoline 2.50
Evans Motor Fuel, Diesel Fuel 40.53
Paul Usanis, Gravel 667.50
TOTAL 56,006.05
COMPACTOR




Dead River Co., Fuel oil 902.36
Public Service of NH, Electricity 487.35
New England Telephone, Phone 287.80
Lee Hennessy Plumbing & Heating, Repairs 165.78
Newfound Gas, Propane 94.17
Betty Stiles, Supplies 11.75
Fire Security Services, Updating Fire Extinguishers 73.90
Green Acres Lawn Care, Raking & Mowing 125.37
Louise Gallup, Supplies 33.72
Louise Gallup, Town Hall Superintendent 300.00
William Pratt, Electrical Repairs 6.50
TOTAL 2,488.70
TOWN OFFICE BUILDING
Grafton General Store, Supplies 7.17
Dead River Co., Fuel Oil 832.53
Public Service Co. of NH, Electricity 663.22
New England Telephone, Phone Connection 84.66
Lee Hennessy Plumbing & Heating 80.50
Carl Waswo. Signs 105.00
William Pratt, Refrigerator 25.00
Betty Stiles, Supplies 58.61
Jennie Joyce, Supplies 19.00
Grafton Recreation Committee, Cleaning Building 40.00
Fire Security Services, Installing Fire Extinguishers 133.85
Green Acres Lawn, Mowing etc. 700.59
Canaan Hardware, Supplies 143.31
Steve Colburn, Decking 154.52
Quill Corporation, Two Mats 95.87
Sargent-Sowel Inc., Signs 27.86
Staples Inc., Supplies 3.35












Frank's Auto & Excavation Services, Rental
Evans Motor Fuel, Diesel
Barker Steel Co. Inc., Culverts
Hewitt's Grafton Garage, Gas & Repairs
Cote & Reney Lumber, Lumber
F.C. Hammond & Son, Lumber
Gans Tire Co., Tires
NE Equipment Co., Parts
Jeffrey Johnston, Supplies
Northern State Tires, Tires
Twin State Sand & Gravel, Gravel
Treasurer, State of NH, Signs & Posts
Burtco, Culverts
M. Cushing, Bridge Stringers
NE Equipment Co. Inc., Excavator Rental
Timothy Martin, Mulch Hay
Lucas/Tree Experts, Tree Removal
Carroll Concrete, Cement
Newport Sand & Gravel, Gravel
Albert Belloir, Blasting
Ireton's Construction, Gravel






































RP Johnson & Son, Supplies
Evans Motor Fuels, Diesel
Frank's Auto & Excavation Services, Rental
Phoenix Distributors, Propane
Hewitt's Grafton Garage, Repairs, Gasoline
F.C. Hammond & Son, Gravel


























Canaan Hardware & Supply, Supplies
Gifford Webster, Parts
Grafton General Store, Supplies
Public Service Co. of NH, Electricity
New England Telephone, Phone
Donbeck, Supplies and Parts
RP Johnson & Son, Supplies
K-Ross, Parts
Brownies Auto Parts, Parts
Kibby Equipment Co., Parts
Hewitt's Grafton Garage, Parts
NE Equipment Co., Parts
Enfield Garage, Repairs
Ed's Equipment Services, Parts
Quill Corporation, Supplies




Federal Surplus Property, Supplies
John Bassett, Reimbursement for Parts
Northern States Tire & Auto, Tires
Wilson Tire, Tires
Highway Steel, Bridge Post & Railings





Barker Steel Co. Inc., Supplies
Emmons Small Engines, Supplies
T & L Electric, Inc., Supplies
Northern Petroleum Co., Supplies












































Dead River, Fuel Oil 578.44
Michael Mansfield, Training 150.00
Public Service Company of NH , Electricity 6 1 2.37
NE Fire Equipment Co., Supplies 307.00
Ossipee Mountain Electronics, Equipment 85 1 .25
Fire Tech & Safety of NH, Supplies 15.18
UVRESA, Inc., Dues 50.00
The Fire Bam, Equipment 3,387.46
Brewster Gove, Mileage 50.00
Hewitt's Grafton Garage, Gasoline 96.%
Federal Surplus Property, Supplies 20.00
Your Hometown Messenger, Ads 32.80
Paul Gove, Forest Fire Warden Training 237.24
Richard Williams, Forest Fire Warden Training 1 6. 1
Kenneth Cushing, Forest Fire Warden Training 83.92
TOTAL 6,488.72
AMBULANCE
Hewitt's Grafton Garage, Gas & Repairs 525.35
Grafton General Store, Gasoline 40.00
Hersey's Transmission Services, Transmission Work 645.00
Irwin Motors, Electrical Work 97.85
Granite State CISD, Training 150.00
Carol Goodman, Training 375.00
Town of Hanover, 1/2 Dispatch Fee 729. 1
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Merriam-Graves of Vt. Corp., Supplies 539.34
AJ Yuskatis, MD, Services 58.50
Jennifer Snyder, Swim Instructor 400.00
Physio-Control Corporation, Supplies 174.75
Parker McCartney, Training 180.00
Perfecta Camera, Supplies 29.68
LaerdaL Medical Corp., Supplies 380.79
Daniel Weinstein, Mileage 36.45
Treasurer, State of N.H. , Projector 45.00
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William Wood, Manuals 12.00
TOTAL 4,418.88
HEALTH AGENCIES
Mascoma Home Health Services 3,612.00
HEALTH DEPARTMENT
Glenn Duffin, Health Officer 100.00
Michelle Gauthier, Health Officer 200.00
Pleasant Lake Veterinary Hospital, Animal Care 69.00
Postmaster of Grafton, Postage 29.00
Michelle Gauthier, Supplies & Expenses 57.56
TOTAL 455.56
CONTINGENCY FUND
TREMS, Hepatitis B Vaccinations 1 ,800.00
TOWN OFFICE BUILDING RENOVATIONS
WUliam Pratt, Electrical Work 80.80
Stanford & Son, Lumber 26.1
1
Canaan Hardware, Supplies 1 19.63
RP Johnson & Son, Supplies 8 1 0.46
Karl Stiles, Bathroom Underlayment & Floor 420.00
Ludwick Leskovar, Carpentry Work 3,297.00
Karl Stiles, Carpeting 975.00
Dennis Salvail, Electrical Work 697.65
John Knott, New Bulkhead & Roof Repairs 320.00
Steven Colbum, Front Deck & Stairs 585.48
TOTAL 7,332.13
REGIONAL ASSOCIATIONS
New Hampshire Municipal Association 500.00
Grafton County Senior Citizen Council 900.00
Upper Valley Lake Sunapee Regional Planning Council 747.00
NH Tax Collector's Association 15.00
NH Association of Assessing Officials 20.00
Community Action Program 434.00
Road Agent Association 20.00
NH City & Town Clerk Association 20.00









Mascoma Savings Bank 27,616.44
TAX ANTICIPATION NOTE






Grafton General S tore, Gasoline 6 1 1 .98
Butterworth's, RSA Updates 469.12
Sargent-Sowell Co. , Signs 55.14
Public Service Co. of NH, Electricity 1 ,079.70
New England Telephone, Phone 752.12
Hewitt's Grafton Garage, Gasoline 164.20
Andrew Ware, Instruction & Certification 367.68
Betty Stiles, MV Plates & Supplies 1 6.06
Northern Petroleum Company, Supplies 18.50
Town of Danbury, Ammo 129.00
Kenneth Cushing, Repairs 52.38
Millard Cushing, Vehicle Service 135.18
Francis LaLiberte, MV Inspection, Reimbursement for Work
and Equipment on Cruiser 75 1 .76
Treasurer, State of NH, Signs & Supplies 356.90
Norman Daigneault, Mileage 259.20
Federal Surplus Property, Supplies 20.00
Ossipee Mountain Electronics, Equipment 741 .70
Magson of Northern NE, Supplies 313.30
TOTAL
HISTORY BOOK
Mascoma Valley Messenger, Advertising
Hanover Printing Company, Work on Book
Daniel Weinstein, Photogapher
Camera Shop of Hanover, Copies
Nancy Robinson, Proofing











Arthur Morrill, Appraiser 1,410.00
PROPERTY REVALUATION (1993)
Tom Welch, Expenses 35.97
Rollins Land Survey, Maps 162.00
New England Telephone, Phone 48.35
Your Hometown Messenger, Adv. 22.00
Lee Normandie, Labels 53.96
Canaan Hardware & Supply, Supplies 10.96
TOTAL
T> 17CD I? A TTriW
333.24
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Public Service Co. of NH, Electricity 199.32
US Toy Co. Inc., Supplies 134.80
Van Guard Crafts, Inc., Supplies 37.13
Mascoma Valley Messenger, Ads 286.05
White River Paper Co., Supplies 149.68
Federal Surplus Property, Supplies 100.00
Green Acres Lawn Care, Mowing 825.00
Treasurer, State of NH, Sign 72.32
Jennifer Snyder, Swim Instructor 400.00
Dinn Brothers, Supplies 56.80
G & Fs Chemical Toilets, Rental 702.90
Merriam Graves of VT. Corp., Supplies 92.32
Telstar Display Fireworks 1,600.00
Blood Seafood & Catering, Rental 390.00
R.P. Johnson & Son, Supplies 30.79
Linda Dupuis, Clerk Services 100.00
St. ofNH Environmental Service Labs, Water Tests 32.00
Canaan Hardware & Supply, Halloween Supplies 25.00
TOTAL 5,234.11
RECREATION FIELD




Fees, Dogs, Marriage, Town Officials 8,212.00
TOTAL 12,412.93
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MASCOMA SCHOOL DISTRICT 931,916.08
STREETLIGHTS
Public Service Co. ofNH 2,240.88
NH Electric Cooperative, Inc. 251.67
TOTAL 2,492.55
LEGAL EXPENSE
Daniel Crean, Attorney 479.78
Sulloway, Hollis & Soden, Attorney 975.75
Donald Koury, Attorney 60.00
Peter Flanagan, Attorney 492.90
TOTAL 2,008.43
CUTTING BRUSH
E.J. Owens, Mower Rental 1,575.00
PATCHING & OILING
Blaktop In., Cold Patch 1,651.40
CULVERTS
Burtco/Northem Culverts, Culverts 2,494.17
RIVER ROAD BRIDGE
Treasurer, State ofNH 14,255.70
INSURANCE
Comp Funds of NH, Workmens Comp & Unemployment 4,071.73
Health Insurance Trust, Blue Cross/Blue Shield 6,732.00
Reginald Barney Insurance, Bonding Officers 675.00
NHMA-PLIT, In., Property, Liability & Fleet 24,368.00
Alexander & Alexander, Public Officials Liability 1,350.00
TOTAL 37,196.73
LIBRARY
Public Service Company of NH, Inc., Electricity 156.48
Mary L. Gove, Librarian 1,150.00
Dead River Co., Fuel Oil 687.65
Fire Security Services, Update Fire Extinguisher 36.95
Walter Hazelton, Custodial Services 150.00
TOTAL 2,181.08
LIBRARY REPAIRS
Allan Taylor, Mortar Repair Work 950.00




Bannerman Sign & Promo, Cemetery Flags
Mary L. Gove, Ribbons & Postage for Old Home Day













TAXES BOUGHT BY TOWN
WELFARE
Jennie Joyce, Salary
Mascoma Valley Messenger, Ads
Betty Stiles, Supplies
Viking Office Products, Supplies
Jennie Joyce, Supplies
New England Telephone, Phone














































1992 saw the culmination of some goals as well as the delay of others. In
April we opened the Town Offices. For the first time in its history, the Town
has office space of its own - a central location for the public to conduct its
business.
On another issue, the Fire Station as presented at Town meeting was sent back
to the drawing board. Consequently, fire and ambulance personnel spent the
year developing a design that is ammenable to all. Hopefully the voters will
accept this design and get on with construction.
The tax rate for 1992 stood at $42.46, of which the greatest increase in the
school portion again. In October a special school district meeting was held,
during which a teacher's contract was approved. Grafton's share of this
package cost $34,000, which translates to a $1 increase in the town's tax rate.
Furthermore, if the school district does not have a surplus then Grafton's share
(12.5%) of this pay raise can increase another $11,000. Offsetting this
increase is expected a substantial increase in the Town's foundation aide of
$100,000, $50,000 of which will be applied to the forthcoming year.
In presenting this year's budget, we are requesting a round of modest salary
increases for the town offices. The last increase was 1988. Each of the
officers, as well as the Selectmen's Clerk have been recommended for a $500
increase with the exception of the Welfare Officer, who has requested a $300
increase in spite of the recommended raises in the budget line items that
contain the salaries. The budget does not reflect these increases because of
some reduced spending.
With the purchase of the compactor and Grafton's entry into the Upper
Valley's Recycling Association, resulting in a reduction in the tipping fee
from $60.00 to $45.00 a ton, the budget for the transfer station was able to be
reduced by $8,000 to $49,000.
In looking to the special warrant articles we support passage of both the new
proposed fire station as well as ambulance. We are asking the voters to choose
between painting the town offices or installing vinyl siding. On the revenue
side, we anticipate a $10,000 increase in the State Highway Revenue Sharing
Fund. We also anticipate at least $10,000 to be derived from the sale of the
Town's History Book.
In closing, we would like to call attention to citizenship. Volunteerism and
citizenship go hand in hand. Volunteerism seems to be popular as well as
laudable, being only applicable for the next door neighbor. Volunteers are the
backbone of our town. Let's all pitch in. Consequently let's all be good
citizens and exercise our rights. There are 528 voters on the checklist. At the
October school district meeting, only a paltry 62 showed up. Let's improve
our turnout. See you at town meeting.
s/Grafton Selectmen
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REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES
OF TRUST FUNDS FOR 1992
The Town received $2,274.71 of trust fund interest income for cemetery care
and $236.72 for the purchase of books for the Town Library.
The following additions to capital reserve funds were voted at Town meeting:
Additions to capital Reserve Funds were as follows:





Expenditures from Capital Reserve Funds were as follows:
Town Offices $6,466.11
Interest from the Kilton Doctor Fund was expended as follows:
Medical expense reimbursement of
$10.00 each to 98 Grafton residents $980
Ambulance expenses. $1,500
Reimbursement of Grafton's per capita
payment to Mascoma Home Health Services $3,612
The Trustees of Trust Funds meet at the Town Hall from 7 to 8 p.m. on the
fourth Tuesday of each month. Town residents may present the Trustees with
receipted bills for medical, dental, or eye treatment at these monthly meetings
or by mailing a self-addressed-stamped-envelope to Trustees of Trust Fund, RR
1, Box 611, Grafton, NH 03240. The Kilton Doctor Fund provides for
reimbursement up to a maximum of $10 per person. No bills will be received
between the December and January meetings. Bills dated after the last




Elaine M.K. Sawyer 1 995
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REPORT OF THE LIBRARIAN











Received 42 books suitable for adding to our
shelves, others were sold at our book sale.
LIBRARY HOURS:
WEDNESDAYS - 3:00 - 5:00 p.m. & 6:30 - 8:00 p.m.
SATURDAYS - 10 a.m. - Noon - 2nd and 4th Saturday of the month
Mary L. Gove, Librarian
PUBLIC LIBRARY TRUSTEES REPORT
RECEIPTS:
Cash Balance on Hand 2,449.50
First N.H. Bank N.O.W. Interest 57.28
Interest - Ruth Leonard & Barney Flanders Accts. 236.72
Mildred Braley Trust 442.08
Interest - Bumham CD. 1,804.99
Interest Library CD. 73.63
TOTAL RECEIPTS 5,064.20
LESS EXPENDITURES 3,098.38





Deborah Hazelton (Keeping Records) 50.00
Postmaster - Grafton, NH (Postage & Stamps) 17.40
Demco (Supplies) 44.91
Service Charges (N.O.W. Account) 76.92









MASCOMA SAVINGS ACCT. #900047711
1/1/92 1956.11
1992 Interest 146.80





Withdraw to N.O.W. -73.63
3,350.70
Respectfully submitted
Deborah P. Hazelton, Library Trustee Treasurer
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REPORT OF TOWN FOREST FIRE
WARDEN AND STATE FOREST RANGER
1992 was below average for wildfires reported in our state. Our largest fire was
in May in Rumney where a suspicious origin fire burned approximately 150
acres with a total cost of approximately $30,000. The N.H. Division of
Forests and Lands assisted many other communities in wildland fire
suppression as well.
Our fire lookout towers reported 289 fires, burning a total of 136 acres. Our
major causes of fires were fires kindled without a permit, unknown causes and
children.
Please help your town and state forest fire officials with fire prevention. New
Hampshire State Law (RSA 224:27) required that, "No person, firm or
corporation shall kindle of cause to be kindled any fire or bum or cause to be
burned any material in the open, except when the ground is covered with snow,
without first obtaining a written fire permit from the Forest Fire Warden of the
town where the burning is to be done." Violation of this statute is a
misdemeanor, punishable by a fine of up to $1,000 and/or a year in jail and
you are liable for all fire suppression costs.
Local fire departments are responsible for suppressing fires. The small average
fire size of .47 acre/fire is a tribute to early detection by the public or our fire
tower system and the quick response of our trained local fire departments.
Please help your Warden and fire department by requesting and obtaining a fire
permit before kindling an open fire.
The N.H. Division of Forests and Lands assisted 28 towns with a total of
$20,000 in 50/50 cost share grants for fire fighter safety items and wildland
suppression equipment in 1992.
Forest Fire Statistics 1992 - Town of Grafton
Stats PlstrUt
Number of fires 289 59
Acres burned 136 29
Bryan C. Nowell, Forest Ranger
Paul Gove, Forest Fire Warden
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REPORT OF THE VOLUNTEER FIRE
DEPARTMENT
The fire department responded to the following calls in 1992:
Chimney Fires 6
Brush Fires 1
Search for Missing Child 2
Car Accidents 3
Control Burn 2
Dog in Water 1
Forest Fire 1
Rescue at Ruggles Mine 1
Grass Fire 1
Plugged Speaker in Stereo 1
Tree on Power Line 1
Odor in Trailer 1
Mutual Aid Calls:
Orange, Chimney Fire 1
Danbury, Structure Fires 4
Cover at Canaan Station 9
Assisted High Water 1
Dorchester, Structure Fire 1
We would like to thank the townspeople who have supported us this past year.
To the Grafton Fire Auxiliary - thank you - for your help at our suppers, Old
Home etc.
Paul C. Gove, Chief
GRAFTON FIRE AUXILIARY REPORT
The purpose of the Fire Auxiliary is to raise funds for the Fire Department.
This year we were able to purchase a Porta Tank Liner which the department
needed. Funds were raised at the Grafton-Sullivan County Fire Wardens Supper
and the Old Home Day booth. The Auxiliary provided refreshments for the fire
fighting training sessions. We also ran the Firemens Supper in November.
Officers for 1992 were: Mary Gove, President; Marion Seamans, Vice-
President; Marguerite Conley, Secretary; Ellen Williams, Treasurer.
The Auxiliary meets on the first Monday of the month at 7:30 p.m. at Town
Hall. Dues are 500 a year and all are welcome to join.








































nee December 31, 1992 3,703.44
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Members of the Grafton Ambulance responded to 48 calls in 1992.
Membership stands at 11, of which two are first responders and the rest
emergency medical technicians. Although we lost one member, Lorraine
Clough, last year we anticipate receiving two new members trained as first
responders with an additional two more that are currently enrolled in an EMT
course. In addition to these basic skills, seven of our members are certified in
cardiac defibillation.
1992 was a busy year for us. We participated in a mass casualty drill with area
ambulance squads (Andover, Bristol, and Canaan) in September. Several of us
spent an entire weekend in Bradford recertifying as EMTs. In addition, we
spent many evening meetings with salesmen examining many ambulances.
Although our present ambulance has only 27,000 miles on the odometer it is
growing old (15 years), and the incidence of repairs has been increasing in
recent years. In the past year alone we have had the automatic transmission
rebuilt ($645.00) and had the wiring checked for erratic behavior ($97.00)
with inconclussive results. The ambulance which the membership feels would
serve the Town best is a PL Custom. It offers greater storage capabilities,
better compartmentation, and improved wiring system and improved ride (air
bags on the front and load levelers on the back axle). To ease the burden on the
taxpayer, the membership has pledged $5,000 of their funds towards the
purchase. In addition, throughout the year the membership has been active in
the design of the proposed fire station. Recognizing the group's occupancy of
the station we have pledged $5,000 towards its construction. In closing, we
would like to thank everyone for their contimued support to continue this
service to the people of Grafton.
Ken Cushing, Captain
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VOLUNTEER AMBULANCE TREASURER'S REPORT






In Memory of Billy Hewitt 25.00
In Memory of W.R. Keaney 125.00
New Ambulance Donations 600.00
Transfer of Funds - First N.H. Bank 1,600.00
Kilton Fund 1,000.00
Savings Account Closing 133.17
Med. Box Reimbursement 50.00
Tuition Reimbursement 50.00




Ossipee Mtn. Electronic 1,624.36
Medical Supplies 245.54
Merriam Graves 384.17








Balance December 31, 1992
First N.H. Bank Preferred Account (-4530)








1992 was again a busy and productive year for your Police Department.
We have added two new officers to our department this past year. Officer Roy
Holland, and Officer Normand Daigneault. Both of these men work in law
enforcement related jobs. Officer Holland is a Unit Manager at Concord State
Prison and Officer Daigneault is in Security at Alice Peck Day Hospital. Their
addition to the department gives us a well balanced staff.
As required by N.H. Police Standards and Training Council, all mandatory
training time to maintain Police Certification was completed. All officers were
certified with their weapons for year 1992.
Thanks to a Government Surplus Program offered to police departments
throughout the country we were able to obtain two vehicles for our department
at no cost to the town - one (1) 1988 Plymouth Grand Fury sedan (cruiser
package) and one (1) 1976 Dodge 4x4 P.U. truck.
The addition of another cruiser enabled us to further our patrol and again add
more visibility and effectiveness to the department.
Again this year, incidents of theft and burglary have been greatly reduced. Our
biggest problem still being summer camps in area that are inaccessible most
of the year. I would like to thank those of you who have called about
suspicious vehicles and activities in your area. Please do not hesitate to
continue to do so.
We have also installed a FAX machine at the department. The addition of this
equipment now gives us a complete communication system. This machine can
also be utilized by our other town departments.
Justice of the Peace and Notary services are now available at the station. If
anyone is in need of these services, call or stop by anytime.
As in the past we will continue to strive to be an efficient and effective police
department for the town of Grafton. A department that you, the residents of
Grafton, and we, your police officers, can both be proud of.







1992 POLICE DEPARTMENT REPORT
TOTAL MAN HOURS - 1538.5
COMPLAINTS MOTOR VEHICLE
Ambulance Assist 6 MV Accidents Investigated 18
House Checks 150 PI 4
Escorts 5 PD 12
Animal complaints 96 MINOR 12
Fire Assists 3 MV Sumonses 1
Funeral details Suspicious Vehicles Checked 53
Messages Delivered 25 Traffic Hazards 8
Missing Persons 11 Assisted Motorists 24
Relays 1 VIN Checks 27
Assists to Other Depts. 77 MV Warnings 43
Suspicious Person Checked 30 MV Checkups 36
Abandoned Property 1
Towed Vehicles 16 TOTAL (M/V only) 238
Road and/or Utility Problem 18
Truants 7 Total Cruiser Mileage - 1992
Domestic 53 Unit #1- Jeep: 19,700
Assault Unit #2 -4x4 Truck: 72,165











1992 was a rather quiet year for your Planning Board due, in no small part, to
the slow economy. Only a few subdivisions were presented for discussion and
some minor Lot Line Adjustments were passed upon. New quarters at the new
town office building proved to be quite satisfactory for now because of the
minimal activity. If a large project of great interest was presented, the meeting
might have to be moved to Town Hall.
The road-naming project of the Selectmen was reviewed by the Planning Board
and assisted by the records maintained by the Planning Board. We were
informed that the project is required by the proposed "911" program to be put
into effect in 1994
Respectfully,
Francis V. Lombardi, Chairman
REPORT OF CEMETERY TRUSTEES
The Cemetery Department maintains eight cemeteries in the Town ofGrafton. The
cemeteries were maintained throughout the spring, summer, and fall months.
The Board of Trustees, with the upcoming season approaching, have many
projected projects planned to improve the cemeteries appearances. The Trustees
purchased last year a new Stihl weedwacker, which helped in trimming around
walls, stones, etc. In an effort to upgrade equipment and maintain the present
cemeteries to higher standards, the addition of two new modern lawnmowers this
year is essential. The conditions of some of the cemeteries fences and stone walls
are also a concern to the Board of Trustees.
The Board of Trustees had to appoint a member of their board mid-way through
tire year, as well as deal with the departure of long term Cemetery Agent Sandi
Pierson. With these appointments this past year, the Board of Trustees appreciate
all of the public support and hard work of past employees.
Respectively submitted,





































A dream come true - a concession stand for the field. Thank you. Under the
direction of Steve Colbum, a well-planned concession building, located in the
area of the horse ring, is on the Field. We are grateful to the ever dependable
Colbums and the wonderful volunteers who erected the building and provided
food for the day.
The playground was very well used this year, and the horse ring had a very
busy season. We love to see the field in use and hope it is used more.
Marion Seamans attended to the flower gardens in the front of the field and did
a beautiful job.
We would like to see an area of the field set aside with native flowers and trees
in memory of Mrs. Jo Thoresen, who's generosity, and family's generosity
gave us the field.




GRAFTON RECREATION FIELD FUND







TOTAL CASH RECEIPTS 1,467.93
tenses:
Bill Flad & Canaan Hardware -
Horse Judges Stand elec. 111.39
R.P. Johnsons (concession stand) 150.66
Stanford & Sons (concession stand) 553.93
Green Acres Lawn Care 275.00
Judges Stand 51.00
TOTAL EXPENSES 1,141.98
ince on Hand December 31, 1992 325.95
Judy Swirski, Treasurer
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REPORT OF THE RECREATION COMMITTEE
1992 saw the formation of the Youth Committee: Becky Gallup, Amy Dufield,
and Keri Goodwin. These young ladies worked very hard over the past year
with youth dances, and rummage sales. With the monies raised they were able
to purchase a new slide for the play area at the Town Hall. The committee was
also dependable at helping with the childrens parties and the July Celebration.
Cabin Fever dances were held to benefit the Fireworks fund with music
provided by North Country Sound & Lighting, Bob Dorley & Merle Kenyon.
At a few of these dances we were able to talk Laura Hewitt into singing a few
songs. If you didn't attend these evenings you missed out on great music.
Childrens activities included an Easter Egg Hunt, Christmas Party, Haunted
Barn and a Toy sale. All were staffed by volunteers and all refreshments
donated.
An Italian Supper was added this year and gave the volunteers the privilege of
working with a world renowned Black Hat Chef. Grafton's own Chef Rene
worked hard in our humble Town Hall on this project, and it resulted in a
beautiful supper attended by 85 people from all over the area, in spite of the
heavy snow.
The July Celebration was another success except for the weather, The cold,
damp day however didn't dampen the spirits of all who worked so hard that day.
We spent $3,000 on fireworks and worked very hard raising that money. Part
of this money was generously donated by area businesses and local
organizations.
Again this year the committee contributed to the Ladies Benevolent Society
Christmas Boxes, Senior Citizens Center, Meals on Wheels and helped at
Christmas to families in need. We have also been a collection point for the
food pantry.
A Rabies Clinic was held in April. Dr. Brian Prescott again this year gave
generously of his time and gave Rabies shots to dogs & cats at the Town Hall
as well as made barn visits for horse spring shots. Town Clerk Donna Dugan
was on hand that day to license dogs. A reminder- a new dangerous strain of
rabies is in the area. Please take advantage of this clinic in the spring and
protect your pets. The charge of this clinic is minimal compared to a vet's
visit or the heartbreak of a pet with rabies.
In closing, I would like to thank the volunteers of Grafton - you are the
greatest. To the Townspeople who have not yet helped - please lend a hand -
we need more dependable volunteers. The groundwork is done on most of the








Balance Year to Date December 31, 1991 341.80
Income:
NOW Account Interest 20.26
Donations
General 411.00
















4th of July 929.66
Toy Sale 210.20











Rabies Clinic (change) 60.00
Change Dances 365.00
4th of July 2,696.52
Change/B.B.Q. 50.00
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Rummage Sale (Change) 52.00
Toy Sale (Change) 70.00








Hot Dog Steramer 50.00
Checks 33.60
Post Master - Grafton 7.25
G&FToilets 116.00
White River Paper Co. 37.08
G&C Store 1.98













Work - Town Hall 40.00
Aluminum Cans 20.00
TOTAL CASH RECEIPTS 633.29
Expenses:
Slide - Town Hall Playground 898.00
1,034.54
TOTAL EXPENSES 898.00
Balance on Hand December 31, 1992 136.54
Judy Swirski, Treasurer
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REPORT OF THE GENERAL
ASSISTANCE OFFICE
1992 was a trying year for our clients at the General Assistance office. We had
a total of thirteen cases that received general assistance with their rent,
mortgage, electric or heat. Because of the generous donations at the Food
Pantry, NO food was purchased through General Assistance. There were
eighteen families that received goods from the food pantry, for a total of thirty
two times.
There were eleven applicants that didn't qualify or didn't return their
application.
There was one applicant that went through the town work program and paid
back a portion of the assistance that was received.
Two families received fuel through private donations.
Fifty of our town's children received Christmas gifts through Q106 Christmas
Crusade for Kids and private donations.
There are also ten hens recorded.
There was a surplus of $1793.78 to be returned to the General Fund.
All in all we here at the General Assistance office feel that under the current
economic crunch, we did fairly well. We hope that 1993 brings us all a better
year.
Respectfully submitted,
Jennie Joyce, Welfare Director
Marian Morse, Assistant
HEALTH OFFICER REPORT
Since my appointment as health officer in July, I have encountered many
interesting situations that have caused me to further my education in public
health and related law.
Such things as hazardous waste disposal, failed septic systems, improper
sewerage disposal, housing standards, holding tanks and several privy
approvals are a good sample of issues that have been dealt with.
I have had the opportunity to work in conjunction with both private and state
agencies to find solutions to some of these situations. I look forward to an
active year in 1993.
Respectfully submitted,
Michelle Gauthier, Health Officer
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REPORT OF TRANSFER STATION
More improvements have been made at the transfer station this year. A new
bunker has been built for glass, freeing a container for demolition material. A
ramp was built for this container, making it easier for people to throw material
down into the container, rather than trying to hoist it up over the side. A small
shed has been built to house the plastic granulator.
With the $10,000 appropriated at last town meeting, a compactor and two
containers were purchased. Now we own all of our equipment and no longer
have to rent!
This year we have recycled 66 tons material; as of December 31, 1992 we have
recycled 23 1 tons of material since the start of the recycling program.
We wish to thank all of you who have voluntarily recycled and encourage all to
get in the "recycling habit" as it will be mandatory in two years.
We would like to thank Randal Martin for his dedicated work at the station, in
setting all of these new programs and equipment in motion. Randal has now
left the transfer station to start his own business here in Grafton.
Many thanks, also, to Ed, Wes and Stu and all others who have helped to keep
things running smoothly.
Chester Martin
Board of Selectmen Representative
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EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT DEPARTMENT
The purpose of this department is to provide an emergency management
program that may be implemented by the Board of Selectmen in an emergency.
This department's objectives are based on the Civil Preparedness Guide (CPG
1-5) produced by the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). It is
the function of this department to formulate a plan to direct and assist its
community in various situations, such as floods, hurricanes, tornadoes,
lightening, winter storms and extreme cold, earthquakes, fire, wild land fires,
hazardous materials incidents, nuclear safety, national emergencies,
evacuation, shelter, emergency planning and checklists. It is this
department's goal to train individuals from all departments and the general
public where they may go for the resources that they may need when an
emergency occurs and the most expedient way to secure aide from State and
Federal Assistance Programs. Above all, this department's goals are to save
lives by being on top of the information of an impending emergency, and of
what is happening all around us, in neighboring communities, counties, states
and country. We will keep you, the public informed of any dangers. This year
this department will be updating the Emergency Response Plan and testing it
with mock emergency drills. This will involve other departments and the
general public. You are welcome to get involved in making our community a
better prepared and safer place to live. We will hold some training and public
information seminars throughout the coming months. These seminars will
have a wide variety of topics and guest speakers, and are always very
informative. We would like to hold one per month. These seminars are at no
cost to you. If you choose not to get involved, this is okay, but please come
and listen to see what we are all about.
John D. Knott Jr., Director of Emergency Management
Pam Grinley, Deputy Director of Emergency Management
HISTORY BOOK REPORT
Ten years have been spent in research and writing the history book. This past
year has been consumed in learning the publishing business! Hanover
Printing Company has been awarded the contract to print the book. During the
past year numerous trips have been made between Grafton and Lebanon. After
many revisions, corrections and consultations, the book is finally being




Grafton County has continued to operate in a financially sound, cost effective
manner. We are pleased that the $13.5 million budget adopted in late June
showed a modest 3.45% increase.
While the county property tax increased to $6.1 million after two years of
decreases, the average annual county tax increase since 1989 has been less
than 3%. Under state law, $3.5 million or 58% of the county tax dollars
collected from Grafton County taxpayers in 1992 were sent to Concord to pay
the county share of state assistance programs (Old Age Assistance, Aid to the
Disabled, Medicaid/Nursing Assistance, and Services for Children & Youth).
The Grafton County Nursing Home has continued to offer high quality medical,
nursing, and support services to approximately 120 elderly and infirm
residents while meeting the stricter federal Medicaid mandates imposed in
1991. The Special Needs Unit for individuals with Alzheimers Disease and
similar illnesses, opened last year, has been especially well received by
residents, families and staff. During 1993 the County plans to expand the unit
from 11 to 32 beds.
The County Department of Corrections saw a 15% increase in inmates over the
past year. Drug forfeiture funds from the Attorney General's Office have
enabled the department to increase and coordinate drug and alcohol abuse
reduction programs with the goal of decreasing the number of repeat offenders.
Again during 1992 the County Farm generated a modest operating surplus,
providing work opportunities for County Corrections inmates and supplying
meat and vegetables for the Nursing Home and Jail. For the second year the
Farm also produced potatoes for the local food pantries throughout the
County.
The Commissioners, Sheriff and Assistant Sheriff implemented the second
phase of a 3-year plan to ensure that subscribers pay the full cost of telephone
answering services provided by the County Dispatch Center. The County also
replaced the radio repeater on Cannon Mountain in order to upgrade law
enforcement communications throughout Grafton County.
During 1992 the County distributed over $78,836.00 in state Incentive Funds
to local programs that prevent out-of-home placements of troubled children
and youth. The County has also continued to provide Youth and Family
mediation services available free-of-charge in Lebanon, Littleton and
Plymouth areas.
Looking ahead to the late 1990's and beyond, the Commissioners initiated
Long Range Planning as part of the annual budget process. A committee of
county officials has been charged with recommending plans for addressing the
needs of the county and state offices now housed at the Courthouse.
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The County sponsored a Community Development Block Grant for the AHEAD
Agency in Littleton, a non-profit housing development organization. Funds
are being used to purchase and rehabilitate multifamily rental housing units for
the benefit of low- and moderate-income households in the northern part of
Grafton County.
During 1992 the Commissioners continued efforts to inform county residents
about county government, encouraging tours of county facilities and holding
information sessions for local officials and other groups.
In closing we wish to express our sincere appreciation to local officials,




Betty Jo Taffe, Chairman
Gerard J. Zeiller, Vice Chairman
Raymond S. Burton, Clerk
INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT
ON FINANCIAL PRESENTATION
We have audited the financial statements of the Community Development -
Housing Rehabilitation Grant Fund of the Town of Grafton as of and for the
year ended December 31, 1991, as listed in the table of contents. Our audit was
made in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards and,
accordingly, included such tests of the accounting records and such other
auditing procedures as we considered necessary in the circumstances.
As described more fully in Note 1, the financial statements present only the
Community Development - Housing Rehabilitation Grant Fund and are not
intended to present fairly the financial position and results of operations of
the Town of Grafton in conformity with generally accepted accounting
principles.
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to in the first paragraph
present fairly the financial position of the Community Development -
Housing Rehabilitation Grant Fund of the Town of Grafton at December 31,
1991, and the results of the fund's operations for the year then ended, in
conformity with generally accepted accounting principles applied on a basis




STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
OFFICE OF STATE PLANNING
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT BLOCK GRANT
Certificate of Completion
It is hereby certified that all activities undertaken by the Town of
Grafton as Grantee, with funds provided under OSP to the best of the N.H. State
Planning Office's knowledge, have been carried out in accordance with the
Grant Agreement and any modifications or resolutions thereof. Total grant
amount paid to the Grantee by the State of New Hampshire was $350,000.
The Town of Grafton, as Grantee, has submitted a close out package to the
satisfaction of the Office of State Planning and any problems identified have
been resolved to the State's satisfaction.
Audit procedures outlined in the OSP-CDBG Implementation Guide will be
adhered to and the Office of State Planning will review the auditor's report
when received.
The State of New Hampshire is under no obligation to make any further
payment to the Grantee beyond the amount stated above.
William S. Ray
CDBG Program Manager
Office of State Planning
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UPPER VALLEY LAKE SUNAPEE COUNCIL
WHO WE ARE
There are nine Regional Planning Commissions in New Hampshire and 12 in
Vermont Like the others, the Upper Valley Lake Sunapee Regional Planning
Commission is a private, non-profit corporation enabled by state legislation.
Our organization consists of the following people:
Board of Directors: Each member town is entitled to at least two members on
the Board of Directors. This Board is the Upper Valley Lake Sunapee Regional
Planning Commission, and approves the annual work program and budget.
This group meets three or four times per year.
Executive Committee: Most of the authority for overseeing day to day
operations of UVLSRPC has been delegated to this Committee, made up of
members of the Board of Directors. The Executive Committee meets monthly.
Staff: There are five full-time and four part-time staff members. The full-time
staff include four planners and a secretary/receptionist. The part time staff
include a bookkeeper, map/graphics person, and two planners.
WHERE THE MONEY GOES
Most of the money comes from four major sources: dues, the states of New
Hampshire and Vermont, local technical assistance via contracts with member
communities, and transportation planning. Overall, your dues support just
about one-fourth of our operation. For each dollar of dues, we obtain about
three dollars of additional funding which we use for services to the region.
Where the money goes is simple: people. We invest most of the money in our
staff, buying brains, education, and experience. The rest pays for an office,
telephones, small computers, and mapping equipment - the basics necessary
for the people to do the job.
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TRI-COUNTY COMMUNITY ACTION PROGRAM
Overview of Tri-County Community
Action Program and LISTEN
Tri-County Community Action Program (CAP) provides comprehensive and
effective Outreach Services to Grafton residents. The services are provided
locally through Lebanon In Service To Each Neighbor (LISTEN, Inc.). Both
agencies are private nonprofit organizations incorporated in New Hampshire
nearly 20 years ago. Tri-County CAP serves Grafton, Carroll and Coos
counties while LISTENs service area focuses on southern Grafton County in
New Hampshire and northern Windsor County in Vermont.
CAP contracts with LISTEN each year to provide services to low and
moderate income residents. The funding raised in the seven municipalities in
the CAP/LISTEN service area forms the basis of LISTEN'S contract fee for
outreach services. The contract is revised each year to include the total of
municipal funds raised in the calendar year. CAP does not deduct any
administrative fee so the total appropriations from the seven area towns are
paid to LISTEN.
LISTEN's relationship with CAP does provide area residents with access to
goods and services which would not otherwise be available through LISTEN.
Area towns gain access to matching federal and state funds through CAP for
emergency services (rent payments for homeless people, utility grants) which
may otherwise be the financial responsibility of area towns and cities.
The program and financial information presented in this proposal is based on
LISTEN for two reasons. First, LISTEN is the agency that actually expends the
town funds after being routed through CAP. Secondly, each local CAP outreach
service site prepares the funding requests for municipalities within their
service area since the local service site is most familiar with community
policies and practices.
Number of individuals served in Grafton: Housing & ""Utilities - 14; Food
(Pantry) - 48; Financial Couns/Adv - 24; Child & Family - (BB/BS) 1, (HBH)
148.
* Utilities does not include the Fuel Assistance program. The 1991-92 Fuel




For the last eight years the Upper Valley Household Hazardous Waste
Committee has organized an annual household hazardous waste collection each
spring, which has provided the residents of Upper Valley Towns with the
opportunity to dispose of their hazardous waste products in a safe and
environmentally sound way. This collection program has met with increasing
success and last year we collected 16 tons of toxic waste from 628 Upper
Valley households, which was transported for proper treatment and disposal
by EPA licensed disposal services. In 1992 this program had an annual budget
of over $38,000 paid for by contributions from landfills, state grants, towns
and private donors.
The Upper Valley Household Hazardous Waste Committee is pleased that the
newly formed New Hampshire/Vermont Bi-State Solid Waste Program has
taken on the responsibility for regular collection and disposal of household
hazardous waste, at a specially equipped hazardous waste facility at the
Hartford Recycling Center. This new center will service the program's member
towns, which includes nearly all of the towns that the Upper Valley Household
Hazardous Waste Committee has traditionally served. The Committee,
therefore, will no longer be responsible for collecting hazardous waste in the
Upper Valley. Our committee, which is composed of volunteers from Upper
Valley towns and organizations, will now confine its activities to public
education and information on hazardous waste issues.
The Upper Valley Household Hazardous Waste Committee encourages Upper
Valley residents to reduce their use of hazardous products in their homes and
gardens and to ensure that household hazardous wastes such as oil based
paints, batteries, pesticides and used motor oil are separated from regular trash
and taken to the town's designated collection station or the Hartford Recycling
and Hazardous Waste Center.
Respectfully Submitted,
Colin J. High, Chairman
Upper Valley Household Hazardous Waste Committee
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MASCOMA HOME HEALTH SERVICES
We are pleased to have the opportunity to report on the activities of Mascoma
Home Health Services for 1992, our twenty-third year of providing home and
community health care to the residents of your community and our first year as
a branch of the Visiting Nurse Alliance of Vermont and New Hampshire.
As we reported last year Mascoma Home Health Services joined together with
six other home care agencies so that we might serve the home care needs of our
communities better. These services include skilled nursing, physical and
occupational therapy, home health aide, homemaking and medical social
services, and hospice care to the terminally ill. We are now able to make
services available 24 hours a day, weekends and holidays included, and do offer
a private duty program, Help at Home.
This has been a year of tremendous growth in the need and request for home
care services. This has affected all of programs, especially home visiting.
This year 675 home visits were made to residents of the town of Grafton. We
are proud of our staff. Their experience, dedication and skill in caring for
people in their homes have made it possible for us to meet this challenge.
The Family Health Services Program is available to young families in your
community. This program includes a Well Child Clinic with an enrollment of
18 children from Grafton, and a Parent Aide Program. Home visits to children
and families are made by nurses specializing in pediatric care and parent aides
to help them care for themselves and their children in the most productive and
positive way possible. This year, 10 families have received services in your
community. The agency also conducts community screening clinics, flu
clinics and other health program such as blood pressure screenings and foot
care clinics
The Board of Trustees and the Incorporators Group, where your interests are
represented by members of your town, the staff, and the people who are helped
by our care, all thank you. We believe in the value of home and community
health care and appreciate all that you do to support our efforts in your
community.
Respectfully submitted,
Elizabeth J. Davis, RN, MPH, Chief Executive Officer




Grafton County Senior Citizens Council, Inc. provides services to older
residents of Grafton. These services include home delivered meals, a senior
dining room program, transportation, adult day care, outreach and social work
services, health screening and education, recreation, information and referral,
as well as opportunities for older individuals to be of services to their
communities through volunteering.
Any Grafton resident over the age of 60 or members of his/her family are
eligible to use the services of GCSCC. Handicapped individuals under the age
of 60 may also be served through these programs. Although there are no
charges for the services, the Agency does request contributions toward the cost
of services.
During 1992, 76 older Grafton residents were served through all of GCSCC's
programs. 56 individuals enjoyed dinners at the Mascoma Senior Center or
receive hot meals delivered to their homes; 8 elders used transportation
services on 374 occasions to travel to medical appointments, to grocery
stores, to do personal errands or to the Senior Center. 12 Grafton volunteers
contributed 1,759 hours of time, energy and talent to support the operation of
the Agency's services. 6 others participated in recreational and educational
programs or used our information and referral service; 33 older people used the
services of our social workers. Services for Grafton residents were
instrumental in supporting many of these individuals as they attempted to
remain in their own homes and out of institutional care despite physical
frailties.
Working closely with other agencies, providing services to older people in
the community, our goals for the future include additional efforts to assist
older Grafton residents and their families in taking advantage of available
programs and services which will improve the quality of their lives and enable
them to remain independent in their own community.
Through the years, GCSCC has very much appreciated the support of the
Grafton community for services which enhance the independence of older
residents of Grafton. This support is much more critical at a time of Federal and
State funding constraints.
Carol W. Dustin, ASCW, Executive Director
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HOSPICE OF THE UPPER VALLEY
Hospice of the Upper Valley, Inc. (HUV) is a voluntary, community-based
human service organization which addresses issues of life-threatening illness,
death and bereavement. Our emphasis is on caring; we encourage ourselves and
others to attend to the wholeness of each person and to affirm as well as
support one another - caregivers and clients alike - in the spirit of love.
Services include: direct patient/family care; volunteer, professional and
community education; patient/family advocacy; case management; and
influence in the development of public policy. The work of volunteers in the
delivery of patient/family care is the mainstay of Hospice.
Our major sources of income are from memorial gifts, individual donations,
and town support. We hope you will support ours services.
The care patients and families receive is overseen and guided by the Hospice
Interdisciplinary Team, which includes at least one representative from the
following professions: clergy, discharge planner. Hospice nurse, home health
nurse, oncology nurse, physician, social worker, Hospice volunteer. In order
to ensure comprehensive medical and case management services, Hospice
participates in the Hospice Regional Network (with six area home health
agencies and four other volunteer Hospice programs) to provide the Medicare
Hospice Benefit.
For the first eleven months in 1992, Hospice served 330 patient/families in
our various areas of service, of which 2 have been from Grafton.
In 1991, 125 patient/family units received Hospice nursing assessment and
consultation, volunteer assistance with routine tasks or respite care in home,
hospital, or nursing home. 141 families received support and guidance in their
grief through our support groups for bereaved children and ongoing adult
support groups. Another 50 people coping with issues related to death and
dying received short-term counseling, and 125 received information or referral
to other services. Hospice-trained AIDS buddies provided care to 1 1 people.
Hospice of the Upper Valley services are available free of charge in Upper
Valley towns, including: Canaan, Dorchester, Enfield, Grafton, Hanover,
Haverhill, Lebanon, Lyme, Orange, Orford, Piermont and Plainfield in New
Hampshire; and Barnard, Bradford, Bridgewater, Corinth, Fairlee, Hartford,
Hartland, Newbury, Norwich, Plymouth, Pomfret, Reading, Thetford,
Topsham, Vershire, West Fairlee, West Windsor, Windsor, and Woodstock in
Vermont.
Respectfully submitted,
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